How to extract and visually cxplorc thc topology ol' an open, largc of
TARENTe
We choose to start our study with a set of topics (like "Cognitive Science" or "Asylum Seekers") from the Web in French, so that our methodology could take a more and more precise shape by testing our analysis algorithms. Series of preliminary crawls have produced evidences that these topics exist on the web. In most cases the graph produced by crawling contains a very dense core component. Aggregate Typology and of the ~6scientology~~ especially the case of the competitive ones will be Full-text analysis on the content of the pages has permitted to correlate the aggregates link condensation (especially in the core) with keyword combinations, as many of the core nodes share keywords. We will discuss our clustering and analysis methods for the content as well as for the network structure.
Many aspects of our study on the Aggregates topology (as a network) and on their Semantics (as textual information) will be produced, such as Aggregate borders, neighborhood, internal clusters, topology and Authority graphs, as well as our correlation methods, stabilization tuning, filtering and ad hoc visualization design.
Discussion

comprehensively:
evidences of correlation between topical content and link structure?
Three aspects of our experiments will be discussed Which kind of algorithms can be taken into account for producing Which kind of visualization tools can we design and use to process have designed series of filters which include one or more relevance calculation methods and an associated viz [4, 5, 10, 11] . In particular, Comprehensive viz of we will present a synthetic built-in tool that performs spectral-like analysis of aggregate structures.
Finally we will introduce the discussion on the validity of the the huge amount of data in the database? To address this issue, we L-. "* I -.
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Aggregates Link
To pol og y global web model in terms of Aggregates. We will also connect this question to the web localities and online communities theme. For this purpose, we will report on experimental evidences that may ensure or question assumptions in [7] .
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